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Abstract: In terms of energy generation and consumption, ships are autonomous isolated systems,
with power demands varying according to the type of ship: passenger or commercial. The power
supply in modern ships is based on thermal engines-generators, which use fossil fuels, marine diesel
oil (MDO) and liquefied natural gas (LNG). The continuous operation of thermal engines on ships
during cruises results in increased emissions of polluting gases, mainly CO/CO2. The combination of
renewable energy sources (REs) and triple-fuel diesel engines (TFDEs) can reduce CO/CO2 emissions,
resulting in a “greener” interaction between ships and the ecosystem. This work presents a new
control method for balancing the power generation and the load demands of a ship equipped with
TFDEs, fuel cells (FCs), and REs, based on a real and accurate model of a super-tanker and simulation
of its operation in real cruise conditions. The new TFDE technology engines are capable of using
different fuels (marine diesel oil, heavy fuel oil and liquified natural gas), producing the power
required for ship operation, as well as using compositions of other fuels based on diesel, aiming to
reduce the polluting gases produced. The energy management system (EMS) of a ship is designed and
implemented in the structure of a finite state machine (FSM), using the logical design of transitions
from state to state. The results demonstrate that further reductions in fossil fuel consumption as well
as CO2 emissions are possible if ship power generation is combined with FC units that consume
hydrogen as fuel. The hydrogen is produced locally on the ship through electrolysis using the electric
power generated by the on-board renewable energy sources (REs) using photovoltaic systems (PVs)
and wind energy conversion turbines (WECs).

Keywords: energy management system; triple-fuel diesel engine; ship engine-generator; renewable
energy sources; photovoltaic system; wind energy conversion system; fuel cells; hydrogen production
units; CO/CO2 emissions

1. Introduction

Power requirements are increasing as people’s needs and living standards are progres-
sively increasing in the modern world. This forces the investigation of new energy sources,
which on the one hand will not be exhausted in the near future and on the other hand shall
not affect the ecological balance of the ecosystem due to the resulting pollution.

Renewable energy sources (REs) are eco-friendly energy producers, using photovoltaic
systems (PVs), wind energy conversion turbines (WECs), etc., thus reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. The latter established REs as an important technology bundle for environ-
mentally friendly energy production. REs have evolved into an important technological
field in recent decades, offering energy to meet the demands of many electrical grids, replac-
ing fossil fuels [1]. Wind and solar energy generation units operate stochastically in time
and therefore require the support of energy storage systems before the power generated is
allocated to the overall consumption network [2,3]. Economic studies (cost analysis) and en-
ergy policies aim to increase the use of REs in the overall power generation balance [4]. It is
expected that REs, as well as other alternative energy production technologies, will provide
a significant amount of electricity generation, reducing fossil fuel consumption [5,6].
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In terms of energy production and consumption, ships are autonomous and isolated
systems, with power requirements varying according to the type of ship: passenger or
commercial. The power supply in modern ships is based on thermal engines-generators,
which use fossil fuels, diesel or liquefied natural gas (LNG). The continuous operation of
thermal engines on ships results in increased emissions of polluting gases, mainly CO/CO2.

An LNG super-tanker is a ship with a specialized LNG cargo control system for the
transport of liquefied natural gas at temperatures close to the vaporization temperature of
−163 ◦C. Despite the insulation of tankers, which are designed to limit the entry of external
heat, any small amount of heat will produce a small amount of out-gassing. This is the
natural exhaust gas, called boil-off gas (BoG), which must be removed in order to maintain
internal tank pressure.

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) replaces marine diesel oil (MDO) in energy production,
reducing gas emissions to the environment [7]. In addition to the use of MDO for ship
propulsion, solar energy systems with storage capabilities in battery grids as well as the
use of alternative fuels have been proposed [8,9]. The distribution of generated energy
is controlled on ships by the energy management system (EMS) [10,11]. Regarding the
ecological pollution caused by fossil fuels, studies reveal that their use leads to an increase
in the temperature of the planet, which is known as the ‘greenhouse effect’, affects port
cities as well [12]. The significant reduction of pollutant gases with the combined utilization
of REs and fossil fuel engines, including LNG and MDO, was demonstrated in [10].

Future ship and port designs focus on electricity management techniques using smart
grids and the use of different fuel MDOs combined with hybrid energy sources, including
REs, fuel cells, and shore-based energy storage and supply units [13].

In addition to the aforementioned technologies, hydrogen production and combustion
technologies have played an important role in recent years [14]. Hydrogen (H2) is a gas
that can be produced by many methods, such as fossil fuels, biomass or electrolysis, using
energy generated from REs, etc. [15]. Important issues refer to the storage of hydrogen,
as well as its combustion, for the purpose of energy production [16]. Hydrogen is highly
flammable and can become explosive in mixtures with atmospheric oxygen. Modern
technologies enable storage in tanks in sufficiently large volumes and high pressures
(hundreds of bars). Because of its low energy per volume unit, hydrogen is generally stored
as a compressed gas or in liquid form for practical applications. Hydrogen becomes liquid
at 20 ◦K. A volume of liquid hydrogen weighs only 10% compared to the same volume of
gasoline. Careful handling is obviously required at such low temperatures. For it to serve
as a practical fuel, the transport of hydrogen must be highly compressed to minimize its
storage volume. Typical hydrogen storage pressures range from 138 to 350 bars. Existing
hydrogen production technologies typically produce hydrogen gas at atmospheric pressure
of up to 25 bars. Mechanical compression is then required to raise the gas pressure to levels
required for almost all practical applications. Unfortunately, this compression process
entails an additional cost for the compression equipment [17].

The risks associated with using hydrogen are of the same magnitude as when using
gasoline or natural gas. Safety precautions when using hydrogen in home and industrial
applications are similar to those required for natural gas [17,18]. The safety advantages
of hydrogen are high diffusion speed, low brightness of flame, lack of production of toxic
gases during combustion, and complete lack of toxicity [17]. Hydrogen diffuses quickly
without allowing a flammable concentration to build up. Hydrogen can be used safely
without releasing CO/CO2. Hydrogen, like natural gas, can cause an explosion through a
leak, but without causing poisoning. Hydrogen fires flash and float due to the buoyancy of
the gas in the air, whereas liquid fuel fires intensify combustion on surfaces and produce
toxic gases.

Natural gas can produce carbon monoxide when it burns. Hydrogen is somewhat
more difficult to ignite with heat than natural gas, but is more easily ignited by electric
sparks [15,17]. The safety advantages of H2 are partially offset by the wide combustion of
the hydrogen mixture (4 to 75 vol %) compared to natural gas (5 to 15 vol %). Hydrogen
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combustion can be controlled through fuel cells (FCs), which have evolved significantly over
the last decades, yielding significant amounts of power, ranging from kilowatts to several
megawatts, depending on the type and technology of the FC [18–20]. FC technologies are
as follows: proton exchange membrane (PEMFC), direct methanol (DMFC), phosphoric
acid (PAFC), molten carbonate (MCFC), and solid oxide (SOFC) [21–23]. The operating
temperatures as well as the application conditions of these types of fuel cells differ. The
types of MCFC and SOFC are suitable technologies for the generation of up to several
megawatts. Therefore, FC technologies can replace conventional fuel engines when the aim
is to reduce emissions of gaseous pollutants [24].

One barrier to the development of FC propulsion in ships is the production and trans-
portation of hydrogen H2. However, it can be assumed that H2 is available on ships in the
form of pure H2. Some of the main issues are the technical requirements for FC installation
onboard, power system integration, control, and safety-related regulations [21–23]. Fuel
cells can become an important source of energy for ships due to their high efficiency and
for the protection of the marine environment. But they have the disadvantage of a short life
span. The evaluation of the size of the H2 energy storage system to be installed in a hybrid
FC ship to extend the lifetime of the FCs must take into account ship performance and
durability [25]. For safety improvement, the collision avoidance of ships with hydrogen
FCs must comply with the constraints of the Convention on the International Regula-
tions for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS) [26], while also maintaining feasible
trajectories [27].

To achieve the fault-free operation of shipboard hybrid electric power systems, other
problems related to generated power quality under disturbances are faced by an emergency
prevention control system based on controlled parameter forecasting [28].

The combination of renewable energy sources (REs) with triple-fuel diesel engines
(TFDEs) can reduce CO2 emissions, resulting in a “greener” interaction between ships and
the ecosystem. The main issue to consider is that a ship has increased power requirements
for normal operation, depending on its type and application (from hundreds of kilowatts
to several megawatts), according to its dimensions and capacity. Targeting a substantial
contribution of REs and FCs, several REs units should be installed that will jointly cover
a significant part of the energy needs for the production of hydrogen, which in turn will
become the fuel of the FCs. Scaling and integration of REs and H2 necessitate the use of a
simulation model to calculate power demands and weigh the fuel needed under different
cruise conditions. The simulation model for hybrid ships’ systems must use approaches
for the dispatch and commitment of energy sources to the requested power load demands
of the ship, as these vary in time, resulting in balance for power management. Due to the
high energy requirements of a ship, REs and FCs cannot solely meet the energy demands.
In order to cover ship energy demands, an energy management system assigns the ship’s
load requirements to the energy-generating units (TFDEs and fuel cells) by controlling the
connection and disconnection of the available resources in time.

Previous works on hybrid ships with fuel cells technology focus on FC installation and
operation, including the key issues of technical requirements for their installation onboard,
control and performance of the ship’s hybrid power system [24], the study of shipboard H2
storage [25], maintaining feasible ship trajectories [27] and safety regulations for shipboard
hydrogen facilities [24]. The problem of reducing CO2 emissions when replacing diesel and
liquefied gas fuels with hydrogen, and specifically in the case of producing an equivalent
amount of energy needed to cover the electrical load demands of big LNG cargo tankers,
has not yet been fully explored.

Our work introduces a new architecture for using fuel cells and hydrogen as a fuel
through electrolysis. At the same time, this new architecture introduces solar energy and
wind energy to produce electricity, which in turn will be used to produce hydrogen without
the need to supply the hydrogen production unit with another fuel from another power
source. In this way, additional fuel savings are achieved: on the one hand, by supplying the
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tanker with hydrogen to reach its itinerary and, on the other, by supplying the hydrogen
production unit with renewable sources of solar and wind energy.

The ultimate aim is to estimate the CO2 reduction amounts that would have been pro-
duced by conventional diesel engines without fuel cells. In addition, our work emphasizes
the use of new technologies in new super-tankers, carrying LNG fuels and using boil-off
gas (BoG) from the cargo, both those under construction and the existing ones that can
be retrofitted.

In the present work, we propose the modernization of an LNG super-tanker, with
energy requirements mainly for the propulsion engines and storage and handling of cargo
gas. Specifically, we considered that a significant amount of electrical energy is required for
the propulsion motors, for charging and discharging the liquefied gas and for maintaining
the LNG cargo charge at the correct temperature and pressure levels.

By introducing REs and FCs into the ships’ energy system, we intend to reduce fuel
costs and gas emissions. Our work presents a new model for the integration of REs and
FCs into a ship’s energy system, saving fuel and reducing operating costs for navigation
and CO2 gas emissions. The model uses technical parameters for a real super-tanker
ship and external data according to specified time-varying power load demands. The
model evaluates the time-varying operation of a ship in terms of power load demands,
incorporating a combined operation of thermal engines (TFDE) and FCs. In addition,
the simulation reveals the ability of FCs to undertake significant levels of electrical loads,
thus balancing the capital cost of their installation in ships. The model uses accurate data
of a ship’s power demands and directs the assignment of loads to the available power
resources onboard. Other types and sizes of REs and FCs can also be incorporated into this
model for future expansion. This is possible since all modules embedded in the model are
implemented as independent modules and functions.

The management and distribution of power sources to meet load demands considers
the reduction of CO2 emissions. The programmable structure of the EMS uses a finite state
machine (FSM) concept according to a ship’s type and application. Using our simulation
model, we evaluated the performance according to a ship’s requirements for controlling
EMS states and transitions. Following the EMS decision algorithm proposed for energy
management, we achieved fuel savings and CO2 emission reduction.

Section 2 presents the structure and interoperability of the ship’s modules. Section 3
presents the structure of the control system, the EMS model, and the description of its
states and transitions. Section 4 implements four scenarios, defining cruise conditions and
performance simulation. Sections 5 and 6 summarize and discuss the results from the four
scenarios, draw conclusions, and highlight further model expansion.

2. Ship Energy System

Ships with LNG engines use the BoG from cargo tanks as fuel for the propulsion
system. Thus, LNG carriers are powered by BoG, alongside heavy fuel oil and diesel
engines, known as triple-fuel diesel engines (TFDEs). A TFDE accepts both liquid and
gaseous fuels in its different subsystems in parallel and without limiting power generation.
When the TFDE is in ‘gas mode’, the air–fuel mixture is fed to the cylinders during the
intake cycle, while when the TFDE is in ‘diesel mode’, MDO is fed to the cylinders at the
end of the compression cycle.

Thus, the TFDE runs on natural gas, light fuel oil, and heavy residual fuel oils. Switch-
ing between fuels takes place during operation, without loss of power or speed. Depending
on the manufacturing technology, the fuel switching operation for the engine can be done in
predefined and permitted transition stages: from ‘gas mode’ to ‘diesel mode’ without any
time limit, while the reverse transition may require a period of inactive time determined
by the manufacturer. TFDE technology engines have the same level of power output,
regardless of the fuel used and drive combustion subsystems [29].

The total cargo capacity is divided into independent horizontal tanks below the
ship’s decks, at a maximum pressure of 4.20 bars and a minimum temperature of 163 ◦C.
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When using BoG gas from the LNG cargo to generate power, the engines increase their fuel
consumption, but still have lower operating costs than conventional steam turbines. Electric
generators power the ship’s electrical grid and electric motors for propulsion, at variable
speeds, depending on propulsion system options. Gas loading or unloading equipment for
the BoG and fueling system consists of pumps for gas fuel supply, compressors, heaters,
vaporizers and a cargo liquefaction unit.

The ship’s energy system consists of thermal generation units based on TFDEs and FCs.
The ship’s energy management is implemented by the EMS, which controls the distribution
of power between generation and load demands during different time periods and under
different operating conditions. Thus, the EMS, depending on the detected load states,
dynamically switches to available options and achieves power balance with respect to time
when power resources and load demands vary. In addition, the EMS controls the levels
of hydrogen production through the electrolysis process (hydrogen tank), offering to this
unit the power produced by the ship’s REs. Hydrogen is produced keeping the hydrogen
tank fill level in balance, aiming to provide sufficient amounts of hydrogen flow to the fuel
cells. Therefore, in this ship’s energy system, REs are used exclusively for the production of
hydrogen, without any involvement in meeting other electrical load demands.

Figure 1 shows the energy control system of a ship with the EMS, power generat-
ing units (PVs, WECs, FCs, batteries) and electrical loads (propulsion motors, pumps,
compressors, elevators, lights, fans, heating–cooling, air conditioning, cabins, etc.).
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Figure 1. A ship’s energy control system with EMS, TFDE, PVs, WEC units, hydrogen tanks, fuel
cells, batteries, cruise demands, and other load demands.

An estimation of the time-varying electrical loads with two propulsion motors is
shown in Figure 2. Depending on the cruise conditions, the second propulsion motor can
be connected or remain disconnected from the propulsion system. It is estimated that cruise
demands for propulsion represent about 90% of the ship’s total electrical loads, while other
electrical equipment requires about 10% of the total electrical loads.
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Figure 2 shows the typical power demands for the operation of an LNG carrier. The
operation is related to the power consumption for lighting, pumps, engine function, etc.
The values of the total power are typical and are based on the scale of a tanker of such
size. Eventually, power demands could increase in the case of a vessel bigger in size
and capacity. Figure 2 has been designed with precision; it shows a cycle of 24 h for the
average consumption.

The photovoltaic panels (PVs) have been distributed on three decks of the ship. Thus,
three different sun luminance conditions are used by the model, based on solar radiation
data, corresponding to each deck (left–right–center). The inverters step up the dc voltage
produced by PVs to a constant voltage of 100 Vdc for use in the charging interface for
the battery grid and then produce hydrogen from the electrolysis unit through the dis-
charging interface. Solar radiation levels are periodically modified on a daily/hourly basis
depending on the months of the year [6], geographical navigation coordinates, longitude
and latitude and, consequently, depend on the ship’s navigation routes [10,30], as shown in
Figure 3.

The simulation of WECs uses a common wind speed record for all decks, because
during ship cruises, wind speeds are affected by geographic zones and day or season
conditions. External data files provide information on wind speed and solar radiation levels.
The ship’s operator can select according to the weather, wind and solar radiation conditions
through different scenarios, allowing for different simulation conditions and evaluating the
performance for the overall system. The ship’s energy management implemented by the
EMS uses intelligent techniques that select the optimal power distribution of generating
units to cover load demands [30,31].

Power generated by the REs is supplied to the hydrogen production unit, which, based
on the available power resources and the storage capacity of the hydrogen tank, produces
the hydrogen quotas required for combustion by the FCs, while keeping the hydrogen
storage levels almost constant in the tank. Hydrogen production units operate in parallel
with dc voltage supply of 1 V each [23,32–34]. The hydrogen production system consists of
100 parallel units, and the hydrogen produced is stored in the hydrogen storage tank of
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20 ton capacity. Collectively, electric units require approximately 39 KW to produce 1 kg of
hydrogen [35–38].

Fuel cells (FCs) are autonomous units that, based on the conditions and the quantity
of hydrogen available to them, produce electricity, which is dispatched to the EMS for the
management of the ship’s energy demands. The maximum power generated by the fuel
cells for the installed units is up to 3.5 MWs [23]. From 1 Kg of hydrogen, they generate
around 39 KWs [39]. A grid of 20 units of 175 KWs each is used to achieve the maximum
power levels [21,23].

The model correlates the simulation process with selected cruise scenarios in order
to assess (a) cruise conditions and required ship power, (b) predict fuel consumption and
gas emissions, (c) optimally manage the production of electric power and (d) manage
available resources in time. The software was implemented using Matlab [40]. All model
entities are defined as standalone code functions. These functions are called during the
simulation process in time, based on numerical calculations, returning numerical results for
each simulated operating time point. The simulation process is controlled by the operator,
who defines the simulation periods for running each scenario. Additional parameters and
data are provided to the model using external data files.
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3. Energy Management Control System of the Ship
3.1. Definitions, Input and Output Variables

The EMS controls the operation of the ship’s power generation system units—PVs,
WECs, LNGs, DGs, FCs and the battery grid—in time, with direct commands cutting in
or cutting off the generation units and the loads [41,42]. The EMS is designed and imple-
mented as a finite state machine (FSM) [10]. The FSM structure consists of a finite number
of states in which the system remains at any period of time. The FSM transitions from one
state to another occur when the control logic receives changed input variables. Thus, the
FSM is defined by its states and the input variables that trigger the transitions [43–45].

To model a ship’s systems and subsystems, the FSM selects operating conditions from
state transitions. However, for our system, the FSM is complex enough to define all possible
transitions; at each step, each element can be instructed to remain in current operating
condition or change its operating level [46]. The EMS receives the input variables (Table 1),
connects or disconnects the functions of the output units, and upon completion of the call
returns the output variables (Table 2).
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Table 1. Input variables to the EMS (nomenclature and role).

Symbols Input Variables Role in the System

PL P_Demands Power of ship load demands (W)
PPV P_pv Power provided by PV systems (W)
PW P_wind Power provided by wind generators (W)
Pd1 P_diesel1_ret Power provided by DG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pd2 P_diesel2_ret Power provided by DG2 (TFDE) (W)
Pg1 P_gas3_ret Power provided by LNG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pg2 P_gas4_ret Power provided by LNG2 (TFDE) (W)
PFC P_fc5_ret Power provided by fuel cell generator (W)
Pd1max eng1_Pmax Maximum power permitted for DG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pd2max eng2_Pmax Maximum power permitted for DG2 (TFDE) (W)
Pg1max eng3_Pmax Maximum power permitted for LNG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pg2max eng4_Pmax Maximum power permitted for LNG2 (TFDE) (W)
PFCmax Eng5_Pmax Maximum power permitted for fuel cell generator (W)
SoC SOC Batteries’ state of charge (0 < SoC < 1)

Table 2. Output variables of the EMS (nomenclature and role).

Symbols Output Variables Role in the System

EMSC EMS_State EMS control state
Pd1r P_diesel1_req Power required from DG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pd2r P_diesel2_req Power required from DG2 (TFDE) (W)
Pg3r P_gas3_req Power required from LNG1 (TFDE) (W)
Pg4r P_gas4_req Power required from LNG2 (TFDE) (W)
PFCr P_fc5_req Power required from fuel cells generator (W)
Pbr Pcons Power required from batteries discharged (W)
Pbc Pch Power offered for charging batteries (W)
Phydro P_hydro Power offered for hydrogen production (W)
PS P_spare System spare power (W)

3.2. The Mathematical Model

The mathematical model of the EMS is implemented by an FSM structure, which
monitors a ship’s power demand and generation using all available resources. Available
power resources include the installed thermal engines TFDE (DG1, DG2, LNG1, LNG2)
and the FCs. The modeling of PVs and WECs is based on published reports [6,47–49] and
of hydrogen tanks as stand-alone subsystems [23].

Electrical energy requirements are satisfied by defining the levels and conditions for
transition decisions between finite states. Thus, the EMS power distribution system controls
transitions in the current state, activating or deactivating the appropriate units from the
available power generation sources.

For the realization of the EMS, we identified 20 finite states, which are described in
Section 3.3. The mathematical model of the system controlled according to these 20 finite
states must determine the power generation according to the load requirements and is
given in Equations (1)–(18). For reasons of simplicity of the model, we omit the use of the
finite state index j = 1, . . ., 20 in each of the following equations. Thus, for each finite state
j = 1, 2, . . ., 20, Equations (1)–(18) constitute the mathematical model.

The power produced by each of the diesel generators DG1 and DG2 is given by
the equation:

Pd = ηd· Cf · F (1)

where 0 < ηd < 1 is the efficiency factor, Cf is the fuel factor and F is the fuel volume
provided to the generator. Using Equation (1), we derive the equations for DG1 and DG2,
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using subscripts 1 and 2, as Pd1 and Pd2, respectively. Then, for DG1 and DG2, we write
the power balance for the power requested and supplied to the system:

Pd1 = Pd1r ≤ Pd1max (2)

Pd2 = Pd2r ≤ Pd2max (3)

The power provided by each of the liquified gas generators LNG1 and LNG2 is given
by Equation (4):

Pg = ηg · Cg · Fg (4)

where 0 < ηg < 1 is the efficiency factor, Cg is the fuel factor and Fg is the fuel volume
provided to the LNG generator. Power balance for requested power Pg1r and Pg2r from
LNG1 and LNG2 generators, Pg1 and Pg2, respectively, is:

Pg1 = Pg1r ≤ Pg1max (5)

Pg2 = Pg2r ≤ Pg2max (6)

The subscript ‘max’ denotes the maximum limits of the equipment according to the
manufacturer’s data.

The power generated by wind turbines is given by Equation (7):

Pw = 1/2 · ηw · Cp · ρ · Sw · V3 (7)

where 0 < ηw < 1 is the wind generator efficiency factor, 0.4 < Cp < 0.593 is the power
coefficient according to Betz law, ρ = 1 kg/m3 is the air density, Sw is the cross section of
the wind turbine (m2) and V3 is the wind velocity at 3rd power [50].

The power produced by the PV system is given by the equation:

PPV = ηPV · SPV · Rad (8)

where 0 < ηpv < 1 is the efficiency of the solar panels, Spv is the surface of each solar panel
(m2) and Rad is the solar luminosity (W/m2).

The amount of hydrogen produced by electrolysis is given by Equation (9):

Hm = ηH · Phydro (9)

where Hm is the hydrogen mass produced (in Kg), 0 < ηH < 1 is the efficiency of the
electrolysis process and Phydro is the power supplied for electrolysis (W). Because the
power provided for the operation of the electrolysis units Phydro and for the production of
hydrogen comes exclusively from the ship’s REs, photovoltaics PPV and wind PW,

Phydro = PPV + PW (10)

The power produced by the FC generator is given by Equation (11):

PFC = ηFC · CFC · FFC (11)

where 0 < ηFC < 1 is the efficiency factor of the FC generator, CFC is the fuel factor and FFC
defines the mass of the fuel, hydrogen, provided to the FC generator. Power balance for the
power requested, PFCr, from the FC generator is:

PFC = PFCr ≤ PFCmax (12)

The battery equations relate the power required to discharge the batteries Pbr, and the
power offered for charging Pbc as well as the current state of charging SoC:

Pbr = PL − PPV − PW (13)
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Pbc = PPV + PW − PL (14)

SoC = PL/PT (15)

where state of charging SoC is 0 < SoC < 1 and PL is the total charging capacity.
The power for the loads’ demand is:

PL = ∑n
k=1 Pk < PLmax (16)

where Pk is the load of each of the k electrical load installations and drive systems, such as
propulsion, pumps, compressors, heaters, vaporizers, lighting, etc., and k = 1, 2, . . ., n.

The total power generated PT is defined by Equation (17):

PT = Pd1 + Pd2 + Pg1 + Pg2 + PFC + PS (17)

where PS is the amount of electrical power reserve, which is not needed and can be
consumed as excess power (spare), [6].

The power balance in the system is expressed by Equation (18):

PT = PL (18)

3.3. The Finite States and Transitions

Ships are autonomous and isolated energy entities that meet their power demands
from the thermal engines already installed onboard (TFDE technology using diesel–HF–
LNG). The addition of REs for the production of hydrogen and the use of FCs does not
aim to completely replace the existing power generation system of the ship, but works as
an auxiliary to it, with the aim of reducing the pollutants produced by the use of MDO. It
becomes clear that since the amounts of energy produced by “green energy sources” are not
sufficient, the excess power of loads is covered by activating the already existing thermal
engines using MDO or other fuel.

The input and output variables related to the transition conditions are defined in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The description of the decision-making finite states and the
conditions for transition between states are presented in Table 3. The EMS transitions
between finite states are based on the management of power generation decisions as they
arise from varying load demands in time, as described in Table 3. The transition between
states is made according to defined logical conditions, based on the level of load demands
and the available power generated.

Table 3. The EMS finite states and transitions.

Finite States Conditions for Transitions between Finite States Description of Finite States

1

LNG1 is activated.
LNG2, DG1 and DG2 are deactivated.

0 < PL ≤ Pg1max
Battery is enabled and SOC < 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 generator.

Residual power from LNG1 is supplying the
batteries charging.

2 0 < PL ≤ Pg1max
Battery is enabled and SOC ≥ 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 generator.
Residual power from LNG1 is considered spare

(SOC ≥ 0.95).
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Table 3. Cont.

Finite States Conditions for Transitions between Finite States Description of Finite States

3
0 < PL ≤ Pg1max

Battery is disabled.
FC unit is enabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1.

Residual power from LNG1 is directed to the
hydrogen production unit.

The FC unit is enabled.

4
0 < PL ≤ Pg1max

Battery is disabled.
FC unit is disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1.

Residual power is considered spare.
Batteries and FC unit are disabled.

5

LNG1 and LNG2 are activated.
DG1 and DG2 are deactivated.

Pg1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max
Battery is enabled and SOC < 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 and LNG2

generators
Residual power from LNG1 and LNG2 generators

is supplying the batteries charging.

6 Pg1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max
Battery is enabled and SOC ≥ 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 and LNG2

generators.
Residual power is considered to be spare (SOC ≥

0.95)

7
Pg1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max

Battery is disabled.
FC is enabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 and LNG2

generators.
Residual power is supplying the hydrogen

production unit.
FC unit is enabled.

8
Pg1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max

Battery is disabled.
FC is disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 and LNG2.

Residual power is considered spare.
Batteries and FC unit are disabled.

9

FC is activated. LNG1 and LNG2 are activated.
DG1 and DG2 are deactivated.

Pg1max + Pg2max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax
Battery is enabled and SOC < 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2 and

FC generators.
Power from REs is supplying the batteries

charging.

10 Pg1max + Pg2max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax
Battery is enabled and SOC ≥ 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1 and LNG2

and FC generators.
Power from REs is considered spare.

11 Pg1max + Pg2max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax
Battery is disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2 and

FC generators.
Power from REs supplies the Hydrogen

Production Unit

12

FC is activated. LNG1, LNG2 and DG1 are activated.
DG2 is deactivated.

Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max
+ PFCmax + Pd1max

Battery is enabled and SOC < 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC

and DG1 generators.
Power from REs is supplying the batteries

charging.
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Table 3. Cont.

Finite States Conditions for Transitions between Finite States Description of Finite States

13
Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max

+ PFCmax + Pd1max
Battery is enabled and SOC ≥ 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC

and DG1 generators.
Power from REs is considered spare.

14
Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max + Pg2max

+ PFCmax + Pd1max
Battery is disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC

and DG1 generators.
Power from REs is supplying the hydrogen

production unit.

15

FC is activated. LNG1, LNG2, DG1 and DG2 are activated.

Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max
+ Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max

Battery is enabled and SOC < 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC,

DG1 and DG2 generators.
Power from REs is supplying the batteries

charging.

16
Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max

+ Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max
Battery is enabled and SOC ≥ 0.95

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC,

DG1 and DG2 generators.
Power from REs is considered spare.

17
Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max ≤ PL ≤ Pg1max

+ Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max
Battery is disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands are
less than power generated from LNG1, LNG2, FC,

DG1 and DG2 generators.
Power from REs is supplying the hydrogen

production unit.

18

FC is activated. LNG1, LNG2, DG1 and DG2 are activated.

PL > Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max
Battery is enabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands
overcome power generated from all ship

generators.
Power from REs is directed to battery charging.

19 PL > Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max
Battery is disabled. FC is enabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands
overcome power generated from all ship

generators.
Power from REs is directed to the hydrogen

production unit.

20 PL > Pg1max + Pg2max + PFCmax + Pd1max + Pd2max
Battery and FC are disabled.

EMS enters at this state when ship demands
overcome power generated from all ship

generators.
Selected loads are deactivated to lower the

demand.
Power from REs is considered spare.

The organization of a finite state machine can handle the load demands in terms of
energy consumption levels and transfer them to the existing structures of the autonomous
power generating system in order to cover them. The strategy of making decisions is
connected with reduced production of polluted exhaust gases and with reduced pollution.
For this reason, it is proposed that LNG engines consume the boil-off gas (BoG) and combine
it with renewable energy sources that power the fuel cells for the purpose of electrolysis.
It is obvious that with other available sources of power generation, the decisions and
commands for the load covering could be made by another “finite state machine”. In our
study, a specific example that demonstrates the operation of the EMS is presented in Table 3
and is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Activation and deactivation of TFDE generators, fuel cell unit and battery unit according to
the load demand PL. Maximum and minimum limits of operation of FC and TFDE are shown.

The state transitions and the logical design that selects the next state at each step are
presented in Table 3. Table 3 shows the necessary and sufficient conditions for the operation
of the tanker driving system, based on the mathematical model from Equations (1)–(18).
The FSM model is logically designed; however, it is necessary to define the profile for each
operating state of the system. In each operating mode, the electric load demand and the
power supply by the generators to meet it are defined.

1. Observing the states of the generating units, the EMS assigns the ship’s power de-
mands to the LNG1 generator as first priority.

2. The EMS allocates the additional power requirements to the LNG1 and LNG2 generators.
3. The EMS allocates the power requirements that overcome the two LNGs’ ratings to

the FC generator.
4. In a situation where power requirements exceed the capacity of LNG1, LNG2 and FC,

the EMS directs the remaining load demand to the system’s diesel generators, DG1
and DG2. The activation by the EMS of DG1 and DG2 is the last priority for power
coverage; due to the fuel used (MDO), they are the ship’s most polluting generators
in terms of CO2 emissions.

The logical design of the transitions of finite states from State 1 to State 4 is shown
in the flow chart of Scheme 1. The same logical design is applied to the next four groups
of states: State 5 to State 8, State 9 to State 11, State 12 to State 14 and State 15 to State 17.
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The logical design involves the charging of the battery unit and the activation of the fuel
cell unit.
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Scheme 1. Flowchart of transitions from State 1 to State 4 during LNG1 ON.

Through the simulated cruise scenarios described in Section 4, it is shown that the
ship’s power demands are dispatched towards the LNG and FC units. However, the use
of FCs may be limited by the hydrogen requirements for their operation. The hydrogen
production unit uses the power produced by PVs and WECs for electrolysis through the
charged batteries’ grid. In case the batteries’ grid that provides the required dc voltage is
deactivated, it is possible to supply the dc power directly from the REs, PVs and WECs
to the hydrogen production unit, due to the dc level of voltage resulting from the PVs,
without any need for conversion (see also Figure 1).

In practice, energy management by the EMS is implemented using programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) scaled for industrial applications, which allow automated finite
state transitions. PLCs are devices capable of performing industrial control, offering digital
operation and control for any environment and type of power distribution. The introduction
of new algorithms for EMS operation can be evaluated using the installed firmware on
top of the PLC device. An EMS algorithm can be modified on the fly, switching to an
alternative operating mode, as the ship’s power requirements and operating conditions
are modified over time. The PLC can automatically disconnect fuel cells from the ship’s
power distribution system, allowing for steady state operation based on the installed
TFDE thermal engines. This feature supports fast debugging of the power distribution
system when abnormal conditions occur during operation, allowing for the isolation of
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malfunctions in the power subsystems. Recent use of PLCs for remote control has been
introduced in relevant research projects and publications [51,52].

Based on the initial design for the construction of the ship at the shipyard, it can be
stated that the power load demands of the ship are met exclusively by the TFDEs DG1,
DG2, LNG1 and LNG2. Consequently, the use of FCs has an additional and complementary
role in power balance (Equations (1)–(18)).

Transitions from state to state are defined and aim to increase the use of FCs, contribut-
ing to the reduction of emitted pollutants. The FSM performs the transitions, taking into
account the current conditions for power demand. In addition to FCs, it gradually activates
the ship’s existing thermal engines: it prefers LNG generators and ends up using DG1 and
DG2 only in cases where the required amount of power cannot be generated by the joint
operation of FC units and LNG engines.

Thresholds for making state-to-state transition were set by simulation procedures
during the model development phases, using a tuning process over simulated results, with
the constraint to reduce the use of DGs. If this is not possible, then the EMS fully activates
all the DGs on the ship. The results from the simulation based on the conditions for the
cruise scenarios studied are presented in Section 4.

3.4. Study Case of the LNG Cargo Tanker Energy Generation System

The ship studied in the four scenarios from Section 4 is an LNG cargo tanker. The
simulation scenarios used numerical data from a commercial LNG cargo tanker with a
displacement of 120,000 tons, length 360 m, width 65 m, displacement depth of 28 m and
3 decks, offering a total area of 7000 m2 for the installation of 500 PV units with solar panels
of 14 m2 each. This type of ship has four TFDE technology engines, which can deliver a
total of 39 MW of power at full load.

The technical information of TFDE, diesel and LNG engines is presented in
Table 4 [10,29]. The PV panels are organized in three sections above the decks (center,
left and right rear decks). The technical information of the PV system is summarized in
Table 5 [10]. The RE system uses vertical-axis WECs, capable of operating at a large range
of wind speeds, without rotational and structural problems due to increased stresses over
their axes, which could result in reduced operation in windy conditions. The technical data
of the WECs are shown in Table 6 [10].

Table 4. TFDE diesel and LNG engines’ technical data.

Engine #1: Diesel Engine Generator DG1

Fuel Efficiency 5000 W/L
Efficiency Factor 0.7
Maximum Power 11 MW

CO2 Emission 2.9 Kg/L

Engine #2: Diesel Engine Generator DG2

Fuel Efficiency 6000 W/L
Efficiency Factor 0.85
Maximum Power 11 MW

CO2 Emission 3.1 Kg/L

Engine #3: Gas Engine LNG1

Fuel Efficiency 4000 W/L
Efficiency Factor 0.82
Maximum Power 8.5 MW

CO2 Emission 1.8 Kg/L

Engine #4: Gas Engine LNG2

Fuel Efficiency 4000 W/L
Efficiency Factor 0.8
Maximum Power 8.5 MW

CO2 Emission 1.8 Kg/L
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Table 5. Technical data of PV panels.

Number of Systems’ Panels 500
Panel Surface 14 m2

Efficiency Factor 0.75
Maximum Power of PV Panel 7 KW

Table 6. Technical data of wind generators WECs.

Number of Wind Generators 500
Rotor Diameter 1 m
Efficiency Factor 0.7

Rated Power of Generator 1 KW

For simulation, we consider variable solar radiation levels on a daily periodic basis
that also depend on the seasons of the year and on the longitude and latitude of the ship’s
cruise [53]. The photovoltaic panels are distributed over three decks of the ship; based
on the placement of the photovoltaic systems, three different solar radiation profiles are
required for each deck. The photovoltaic panels are installed slightly inclined with respect
to the surfaces of the ship’s decks, at an angle of 30◦. Solar irradiance records provide
detailed information on solar irradiance according to the orientation and placement of
ships’ decks on cruise routes. A plot of electric power yield from solar radiation is shown
in Figure 3. Typical nanocrystalline PV panels, as well as vertical-axis WECs for offshore
applications, are shown in [10,54].

WECs are designed with vertical support axes and ensure continuous operation for
a wide range of wind intensities [54]. It should be noted that the aerodynamic drag
introduced during the construction of the ship does not significantly change its sailing
capability and therefore does not significantly affect the fuel consumption to ensure a
constant speed. The simulation model for WECs uses a common wind speed record
for all decks, since wind levels are mainly influenced by geographic zones during the
ship’s cruise.

There are various types of electrolyzers, for example, the alkaline electrolyzer, which is
one of the oldest methods of electrolysis. This method requires a liquid electrolyte solution
and produces hydrogen in a cell with an anode, cathode and membrane [55,56]. The power
generated by the ship’s REs (PVs and WECs) is supplied to the hydrogen production unit
applying the electrolysis process for the production of H2. The hydrogen production units
operate at a constant dc voltage of 1 V each. It should be noted that 100 electrolysis units
are capable of producing a maximum amount of 125 Kg of hydrogen in one hour, and
each of them is supplied with a power of 30 KW. Table 7 shows the technical specifications
of the hydrogen production unit [29]. The FC power units consume the hydrogen that is
produced and stored in a 20-ton storage tank (hydrogen tank). The FCs with a maximum
hydrogen consumption of 120 Kg can produce a maximum power of 3.5 MW. The technical
data are shown in Table 8 [29].

Table 7. Technical data of the hydrogen production unit.

Fuel Efficiency 39,000 W/Kg
Efficiency Factor 1.0

Hydrogen Tank Mass 20,000 Kg
CO2 Emission 0.1 Kg/Kg
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Table 8. Technical data of fuel cell (FC) generators.

Fuel Efficiency 39,000 W/Kg
Efficiency Factor 0.85
Maximum Power 3.5 MW

CO2 Emission 0.001 Kg/Kg

A number of batteries are connected (stacked) to form a battery grid, allowing for
a charging interface at 100 V dc [57]. The discharge interface directed to the hydrogen
production unit operates at the same voltage level without the involvement of inverters.
The total charging capacity of the battery grid set is 200,000 Ah. The technical data for the
battery storage system are shown in Table 9 [10].

Table 9. Technical data of the battery storage system.

Total Charging Capacitance 200,000 Ah
Charging/Discharging Interface Voltage 100 V dc
Charging/Discharging Efficiency Factor 0.85

It must be explained that in each step of the simulation the EMS gives the command for
covering the load requests from the available power generation sources that exist onboard.
The transit states occur in each time step as pre-defined by the user of the model. The
FSM is a finite state machine with completed states, as per definition. More specifically,
the finite states of the EMS are 20. A detailed explanation of all finite states of the EMS is
provided in Table 3. The debugging of the functions has been performed in detail based on
the implementation of the power demand requests, specifically for each state and for the
control of command for covering them depending on the availability of power production
sources. The total balance based on the control of each state should satisfy the condition of
power demands.

Table 3 shows the details of the logical design of 20 finite states. Figure 4 shows details
of the study case of the tanker with the technical specifications presented in Section 3.4, in
Tables 4–9, and according to the logical design of states and transitions from Table 3.

4. Cruise Scenarios

During the presented simulation procedures, four scenarios were studied. The activa-
tion and deactivation of power sources and fuels used during the four cruise scenarios are
shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Activation (ON) and deactivation (OFF) of generating units and fuels used during the four
cruise scenarios.

Generating
Units

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

State Fuel State Fuel State Fuel State Fuel

PVs OFF - ON - ON - ON -
WECs OFF - ON - ON - ON -
DGs ON MDO ON MDO ON BoG ON MDO

LNGs ON BoG ON BoG ON BoG ON BoG
FCs OFF - ON H2 ON H2 - -

Scenario 1: 24 h stable cruise conditions that maintain a nearly constant course (con-
stant speed and sailing direction) for a large part of the route, such as during open sea or
ocean passages. The RE units (PVs and WECs) and FCs are disabled (OFF), so the ship
relies solely on the installed TFDEs (DG1, DG2, LNG1, LNG2), which are enabled (ON).

Scenario 2: The same cruise conditions as in Scenario 1 are maintained. The FC and
RE units (PVs and WECs) are enabled (ON), and the ship receives energy from the installed
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TFDEs (DG1, DG2, LNG1, LNG2) and from the FCs. The DGs receive MDO and the LNGs
receive BoG as fuel.

Scenario 3: The same cruise conditions are maintained as in Scenarios 1 and 2. The
FCs in this scenario remain activated (ON). The difference from Scenario 2, however, is that
all the ship’s TFDEs use BoG LNG fuel exclusively, replacing the use of MDO by the DGs.
This is possible given the TFDE technology of the ship’s engines.

Scenario 4: The same cruise conditions are maintained as in Scenarios 1–3. In this
case, the simulation is performed with the model that we developed in the context of our
previous work [10]. No FC unit was available in the technology of the ship from [10]. The
tanker operation is based on the use of the installed engines (DG1, DG2, LNG), which are
enabled (ON), and the use of external RE units (PVs and WECs), which are also enabled
(ON). The DGs use MDO and the LNGs use BoG. The energy generated by REs (PVs and
WECs) meets the load demands. In order to be able to directly compare the results with
those of Scenarios 1–3, the internal engines were upgraded to the power output levels
presented in Section 3.3. The same was applied for the power produced by PVs and WECs,
at the same levels and dimensions as in Scenarios 2–3.

Scenarios 1–2 are intended to demonstrate the use of FCs in reducing gas emissions.
Scenario 3 exploits the use of the TFDE technology of the ship’s engines for “greener”
power generation onboard, since all installed engines exclusively use BoG LNG fuel,
and shows the differences in operation from Scenario 2. Scenario 4 aims to compare the
fuel consumption and emissions performance with previous published work [10], which
used only RE generating units, PVs and WECs to meet the load demand, but no FC unit
was installed.

In this study, using TFDE technology engines and FC units, the RE units (PVs and
WECs) exclusively provide their generated power for the hydrogen production process.
The hydrogen is intended for combustion and energy production by the FC units. The
simulation models the power output amounts from the FC units, aiming to maintain the
hydrogen fuel storage tank at an almost constant level. Therefore, the power output from
the FC units will approach its nominal value when the hydrogen levels in the tank are
stable so that they can supply the required power.

The four scenarios have been extended until 25 h for one fully completed round of
all the cycles of consumption in a fully completed 24 h duration. The power demands are
executed in a periodical way for 24 h. The power demands for the 25th hour are retrieved
by using the power demands for the 1st hour of operation to show the periodicity of
the demands.

4.1. Scenario 1: Constant Cruise Conditions with Only the TFDE in MDO and BoG Mode, RE and
FC Units Are Disabled

In Scenario 1, we calculate cruise conditions, keeping the ship’s speed almost constant,
set at 80% of its maximum. This sailing condition is translated into an almost constant
power demand, initially set at 22.5 MW, or at an average of 20.96 MW, due to variations in
the ship’s load according to the time variation of operation of other parts of the ship.

In this scenario, the operation of the ship is based solely on the use of its TFDE
technology engines (DG1, DG2, LNG1, LNG2) without the use of REs (PVs and WECs), the
hydrogen production unit, and the FCs. The fuel used for DG1–DG2 is diesel, heavy fuel
oil or MDO, while BoG LNG is used for LNG1 and LNG2 engines, as shown in Table 4.

The results for Scenario 1 are presented in Figure 5 and in Tables 11–13 and illustrate
the power demands and the power produced by the generating units, the fuel consumption
and the CO2 emissions, respectively.
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Figure 5. Scenario 1. Ship power generation and consumption during a full day. DG1, DG2 and
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Table 11. Results of the four cruise scenarios: energy during 24 h and average power.

Generating
Units

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Energy
MWh

Average Power Energy
MWh

Average Power Energy
MWh

Average Power Energy
MWh

Average Power
MW % MW % MW % MW %

PVs 0 0 30.16 1.2 30.16 1.2 30.16 1.2 5.73

WECs 0 0 3.26 0.13 3.26 0.13 3.26 0.13 0.62

DGs 99.84 3.96 18.89 72.67 2.9 13.84 72.67
19.9 94.94

31.2 1.24 5.92

LNGs 425 17 81.11 425 17 81.11 425 425 17 81.11

FC 0 0 22.95 0.91 4.34 22.95 0.91 4.34 - - -

Batteries
Discharging 0 0 24.16 0.96 4.58 24.16 0.96 4.58 45.61 1.82 8.68

Batteries
Charging 0 0 −20.76 −0.81 −3.86 −20.76 −0.81 −3.86 −11.21 −0.43 −2.05

Total
Generated 524.84 20.96 100.00 524.02 20.96 100.00 524.02 20.96 100.00 524.02 20.96 100.00

Table 12. Results of the four cruise scenarios: fuel consumption.

Generating
Units

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Value Average
Value Value Average

Value Value Average
Value Value Average

Value

DGs 26.81 m3 1.07 m3/h 20.76 m3 0.83 m3/h 22.15 m3 0.88 m3/h 8.92 m3 0.35 m3/h

LNGs 131.24 m3 5.24 m3/h 131.24 m3 5.24 m3/h 131.24 m3 5.24 m3/h 129.6 m3 5.18 m3/h

FC 0 0 0.69 ton 0.02 ton/h 0.69 ton 0.02 ton/h 0 0
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Table 13. Results of the four cruise scenarios: CO2 emissions.

Generating
Units

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Value,
ton

Average Value Value,
ton

Average Value
Value, ton

Average Value
Value, ton

Average Value
ton/h % ton/h % ton/h % ton/h %

DGs 77.75 3.11 24.78 60.21 2.40 20.24 39.88 1.59 14.39 53.5 2.14 18.66

LNGs 236.24 9.44 75.22 236.24 9.44 79.60 236.24 9.44 85.43 233.3 9.33 81.34

FC 0 0 0.00 0.27 0.02 0.17 0.27 0.02 0.18 0 0 0.00

Total 313.99 12.55 100.00 296.72 11.86 100.00 276.39 11.05 100.00 286.8 11.47 100.00

From the results obtained, we can see that the EMS covers the average power demands
by activating LNG1 and LNG2 at their maximum power of 8.5 MW + 8.5 MW = 17 MW,
resulting in a power coverage of 81.11% of the total load demands, since LNG engines
are preferred to be used in comparison with diesel engines as they produce lower CO2
emissions. For the additional power requirements exceeding the LNGs’ maximum capacity,
the EMS activates DG1 to produce 3.96 MW or 18.89% of total demands.

The results of fuel consumption during the four scenarios are in shown Table 12. From
the results, it appears that 75.22% of the CO2 emissions are caused by LNG1–LNG2 and
24.78% by DG1 (Table 13).

4.2. Scenario 2: Constant Cruise Conditions with TFDEs in MDO and BoG Mode, FC and RE
Units Are Enabled

In Scenario 2, the same cruise conditions as in Scenario 1 are maintained. In this
scenario, the operation of the ship is based on the use of TFDEs (DG1, DG2, LNG1, LNG2)
and FCs. The fuel used for DG1–DG2 is diesel, heavy fuel oil, or MDO, while BoG is used
for the LNG1 and LNG2 engines. The FCs use the hydrogen produced by the electrolysis
process in the hydrogen production unit, which is supplied with energy provided by
REs (PVs and WECs). The fuels used are shown in Table 10. The results for Scenario
2 are presented in Figure 6 and Tables 11–13 and illustrate the required power versus
time and the energy generated by the power units, the fuel consumption and the CO2
emissions, respectively.
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From the results obtained, we see that the EMS covers the average power demands
activating LNG1–LNG2 at their maximum power of 8.5 MW + 8.5 MW = 17 MW, resulting
in a power coverage rate of 81.11% of the total load demands. For additional power
requirements exceeding the LNGs’ maximum capacity, the EMS activates DG1 to produce
2.9 MW or 13.84% of total demands and FCs to produce 0.91 MW or 4.34% of the total load
demands. From the results, it is shown that 79.60% of the CO2 emissions are caused by
LNG1–LNG2, 20.24% by DG1 and 0.17% by FCs (Table 13).

4.3. Scenario 3: Constant Cruise Conditions with TFDEs in BoG LNG Mode, FC and RE Units
Are Enabled

Scenario 3 takes advantage of the TFDEs, so the engines use a common fuel, the BoG
LNG, available from the tanker’s cargo. In this case, none of the installed engines use
MDO as fuel. In this scenario, the ship’s operation is based on the use of its TFDEs (DG1,
DG2, LNG1, LNG2) and FCs. The FCs use the hydrogen produced by electrolysis in the
hydrogen production unit, which is supplied with the energy provided to it exclusively by
REs (PV and WECs), as shown in Table 10.

The results for Scenario 3 are presented in Figure 7 and Tables 11–13 and illustrate the
required power versus time and the power produced by power generating units, the fuels
consumed and the emission of CO2, respectively.
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fuel cell (light blue).

From the results obtained, we can see that the EMS covers power demands activating
the LNG1 and LNG2 engines at their maximum power of 17 MW as well as DG1, which
in this scenario uses BoG LNG as fuel, resulting in 17 + 2.9 = 19.9 MW, with a total power
coverage of 94.94% of the total demands. For additional power requirements exceeding
power capacity, the EMS activates FCs to generate 0.91 MWs or 4.34% of the total demands.
From the simulation results, it can be seen that 14.39% + 85.43% = 99.82% of the CO2
emissions are caused by LNG1, LNG2 and DG1, while only 0.18% is produced by the FCs
(Table 13).
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Indeed, in Scenarios 2 and 3, the fuel cells power the ship between hours 15 and 17
only. This happens due to the tank filling level of the hydrogen tanks. For all the scenarios,
it was used as a primary condition to fill the tank to 50% capacity, the total tank capacity
being 20,000 Kg. The resulting power output of the fuel cells takes into account the level of
hydrogen in the hydrogen tank and changes in power demands, with the target of keeping
the hydrogen level in the tank stable. In the time durations referred to in Scenarios 2 and 3,
the contribution of fuel cells reaches the maximum because the hydrogen tanks are filled
up to a high level, while also using high power from the renewable energy sources. In the
rest of the hours, the contribution of fuel cells is not zero, but it is low.

4.4. Scenario 4: Constant Cruise Conditions with Internal Engines DG1, DG2 in MDO Mode and
LNG in BoG Mode, RE Units Are Enabled

In Scenario 4, we keep the same cruise conditions as in all three previous scenarios.
In this scenario, we use the simulation model we developed in the context of a previous
work [10]. This simulation model describes a ship with three installed engines, DG1, DG2
and LNG, but without FCs. The ship model uses additional REs in the form of PV panels
and WECs only, without any use of FC units or other renewable energy sources. In order to
compare the results with those of Scenarios 1–3, using the model [10], ship engines as well
as the REs and the battery grid have been upgraded to the same levels as those used in the
current work (Tables 4–6 and 9).

Thus, DG1 and DG2 use MDO fuel and have been upgraded to maximum generation
ratings of 11 MW each. The LNG engine uses BoG fuel and has been upgraded to a maxi-
mum power of 17 MW. Thus, all engines in the previous model [10] can generate 39 MW in
full capacity, the same capacity as used in the current model. The number of PV panels is
set to 500 and the number of WECs is set at 500 units, with exactly the same functional and
technical characteristics as in [10]. The battery grid is specified with a maximum capacity of
200,000 Ah, as in the current model. The results for Scenario 4 are presented in Figures 8–10
and Tables 11–13 and illustrate the required power versus time, the power generated by
power units, the fuels consumed and the CO2 emissions, respectively.
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Figure 8 shows the results from Scenario 4 regarding the ship’s power generation
and consumption during a full day (24 h): the load demand and the power generated
by DG1, DG2, LNG, PVs, WECs and batteries. Figure 9 shows the detailed results from
Scenario 4 regarding the ship’s power generation and consumption during the first two
hours of the day, corresponding to very low luminance: the load demand and the power
generated by DG1, DG2, LNG, PVs, WECs and batteries. Figure 10 shows the detailed
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results from Scenario 4 regarding the ship’s power generation and consumption from 11:00
to 17:00 h, which correspond to daytime high solar luminance: the load demand and the
power generated by DG1, DG2, LNG, PVs, WECs and batteries.

Figures 9 and 10 show the details of Figure 8 from 0.1 to 1.8 h and from 11.00 to 17.30 h,
respectively.

From the results obtained, we see that the EMS covers the power load demands
activating the LNG with BoG at its maximum power level and DG1, using MDO fuel,
with a power coverage rate of 81.11% and 5.92% of the total load demand, respectively.
For additional power requirements, the EMS uses PVs and WECs to generate 5.73% and
0.62% of the total load demands, respectively. The power from the battery grid through
the discharge interface covers 8.68% of the total demands. From the results, it appears that
81.34% of the CO2 emissions are caused by LNG and 18.66% by DG1.

5. Discussion of Results

In Section 4, four scenarios were studied:

(1) normal ship cruise using MDO- and BoG LNG-fueled TFDEs without FCs and without
REs;

(2) normal ship cruise using MDO- and BoG LNG-fueled engines and with H2 from FCs;
(3) normal ship cruise with TFDEs using BoG LNG fuel with H2 from FCs; and
(4) normal ship cruise using MDO and BoG LNG-fueled engines and generating units

PVs and WECs, but without H2.

A comparison of the results from the four scenarios under these alternatives can be
deduced from Tables 11–13 and is summarized in Tables 14 and 15, showing the reduction
in fuel consumption and the emission reduction rates from comparing the transition from
scenarios 1→2, 2→3 and 3→4.

Table 14. Reduction of fuel consumption by switching the scenarios.

Generating Units
Reduction of Fuel Consumption (%)

Scenario 1→2 Scenario 2→3 Scenario 3→4

DGs −22.57% +6.7% −59.73%

LNGs 0% 0% −1.25%

FC 100% 0% -

Table 15. Reduction of CO2 emissions by switching the scenarios.

Generating Units
Reduction of CO2 Emissions (%)

Scenario 1→2 Scenario 2→3 Scenario 3→4

DGs −22.57% −33.77% 33.65%

LNGs 0% 0% −1.25%

FC 100% 0% -

Switching from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2, we observe a 22.57% reduction in MDO
consumption by engine DG1 and a consequent 22.57% reduction in CO2 emissions. This is
due to the use, in Scenario 2, of FC units, which took over part of the power load demand,
which in Scenario 1 was covered exclusively by DG1. The LNG1 and LNG2 engines
maintained their BoG LNG fuel consumption, and consequently the same gas pollutant
emissions are due to them, because in both scenarios they are constantly operating at their
maximum power outputs. Specific handling is achieved by selection of finite states from
the EMS, which prioritizes activation of the LNG1 and LNG2 engines, then activates the
FC unit and finally the DG1 and DG2 engines that consume MDO as fuel, with the aim
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of reducing the pollutants produced. The total pollutant CO2 emission in Scenario 1 is
313.99 tons, which is reduced to 296.72 tons in Scenario 2 (Table 13).

Comparing Scenarios 2 and 3, we observe that TFDE technology engines accept the
BoG LNG fuel for all subsystems while eliminating the use of MDO as fuel. This results
in an increase in the amount of fuel consumption required for DG1 by a factor of 6.7%
(Table 14) compared to the previous scenario to maintain the same power output (due
to lower fuel factor efficiency of BoG LNG fuel compared to MDO). The BoG LNG fuel
reduces pollution and leads to a 33.77% reduction in CO2 from the engines DG1–DG2
(Table 15). The other engines (LNG1–LNG2 and FCs) do not change either their required
fuel consumption for operation or their corresponding gas emissions. Switching from
Scenario 2 to Scenario 3, we observe a reduction in gas pollutants from a total of 296.72 tons
to 276.39 tons (Table 13). In Scenarios 2 and 3, the EMS operates with the same state
transitions to handle the load demands.

In Scenario 4, we use the ship model exclusively using DG1, DG2, LNG, PVs and
WECs, without FCs and without hydrogen H2.

When comparing Scenarios 3 and 4, it should be noted that in Scenario 3, all the ship’s
engines are TFDE technology and use only BoG LNG as fuel. In Scenario 4, the ship’s
engines are traditional engines based on MDO (DG1–DG2) and BoG (LNG). In Scenario 4,
no FC units are installed and a reduction in emissions is achieved through the use of the
power generated from REs. In Scenario 3, REs are used exclusively to produce hydrogen,
which is used as fuel by the installed FC units. Comparing Scenarios 3 and 4, we observe a
reduction in the fuel consumption of the DG engines since they use MDO instead of BoG.
However, despite the reduction of MDO as fuel in the ship model for Scenario 4, there is
an increase in gas emissions at a rate of 33.65% over the total amount (Table 15). At the
same generation level, the comparison shows that Scenario 3 produces 276.39 tons of CO2
emissions, while Scenario 4 produces 286.8 tons of CO2 (Table 13).

Therefore, our new model in Scenario 3 using FC units combined with the exclusive
use of BoG LNG as fuel for TFDE technology ship engines proves to be the best choice in
terms of gas emissions for the system.

The power demands of the ship are usually predetermined and known in advance
during a cruise. Of course, power demands can change either when approaching ports
or when weather conditions change. Changes in power generation conditions due to
adverse weather conditions during a cruise can be considered by changing the simulation
conditions from the corresponding configuration files (Figure 2). At this point, however,
it should be noted that none of the scenarios we performed during the development and
testing phases of the model required power levels that exceeded the maximum power
capacity that can be produced by the installed ship’s engines. New emerging technologies
are using the Internet of Things (IoT) for the remote control and monitoring of electric
motors that drive the propellors of a ship [58,59].

Based on the model presented, it is possible to change the meteorological data ac-
cording to weather conditions by varying the sun’s irradiance and wind speed levels from
configuration files [60]. Therefore, such a change of configuration files has a direct impact
on the amounts of energy produced by REs. In case the weather conditions during cruise
are unfavorable, the amount of power generated from the REs is significantly decreased, so
the coverage of the power balance is taken over by the installed thermal engines of the ship
through the state transitions of the EMS. As already mentioned, the EMS bases its operation
on actual conditions (power generation–load power demands) and changes dynamically
over time, choosing the corresponding state to meet load demand.

However, the model offers the ability to change the number of installed subsystems,
introducing different control conditions and boundaries on ships of other dimensions. This
slightly modifies the results of the simulation. A reduction of PVs and WECs to 200 units
(instead of 500 units used by the model presented) increases CO2 emissions at 278.88 tons
from 276.39 tons in Scenario 3 (Table 14), while the average power from the FC units is also
reduced to an average of 0.7 MW from 0.91 MW in Scenarios 2 and 3 (Table 12).
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Because our research is on a very new topic, we found very few related publications
and equivalent systems’ studies by searching databases. Additionally, either the ship
type does not match, the ship sizes are not comparable, or the installed generators and
equipment are not similar.

In our research, the ship studied in Section 4 is an LNG cargo tanker. The numerical
data are from a commercial LNG cargo tanker with a displacement of 120,000 tons, length
360 m, width 65 m, displacement depth of 28 m and 3 decks, offering a total area of 7000
m2 for the installation of 500 PV units with solar panels of 14 m2 each. This type of ship
has four TFDE technology engines, which can deliver a total power of 39 MW at full load.

However, we selected the following two studies [61,62], which are discussed below.
In study [61], it is assumed that diesel generators are replaced with hydrogen proton

exchange membrane fuel cells in a general cargo ship. This is a medium-sized general
cargo ship that travels in the Mediterranean, Marmara and Black Sea. This kind of ship is
estimated at 43% of the total global navy [63]. The ship specifications are as follows: weight
10,300 tons, length 128 m, beam 18 m, depth 9.7 m and draught 7.6 m. It is equipped with a
main diesel engine of 2500 kW at 750 rpm and a diesel generator of 2220 kW at 800 rpm.
The fuel types are heavy fuel oil (HFO) and marine diesel oil (MDO).

Voyage data and ship specifications are used to calculate the effect of replacing diesel
machines with FCs on CO2 emissions. The calculations show that by using hydrogen FCs
instead of diesel generators on this ship, there is a 37.4% reduction in CO2 emissions. For a
15-year lifetime, hydrogen fuel expenses are computed at $260,981, or $1.99/h, while MDO
fuel expenses are $206,435, or $1.57/h. Thus, such a total replacement of diesel engines at
$1.57/h by fuel cells at $1.99/h does not save fuel costs.

In study [62], to reduce the environmental impact, hybrid systems with fuel cells and
battery packs are considered as an alternative to diesel propulsion ships. An equivalent
vessel for voyages between the Croatian ports of Split and Resnik in the Adriatic Sea, in
total 54 nautical miles, with a hybrid propulsion system with FC and battery and with
a power system control, is being studied on existing vessels equipped with two diesel
engines with 300 kW electric power. The results show that the equivalent hybrid power
system consists of a 300 kW electrical power FC stack, with a 424 kWh battery and state of
charge between 20% and 87%, a hydrogen tank of 7200 L holding 284.7 kg at a pressure of
700 bar, which is compared to the system without FCs that consumes 1524 kg of diesel and
generates 4886 kg of CO2.

As mentioned above, our tanker is much bigger than the ships studied in [61,62]. A
reliable comparison is made in Table 15 between Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 for the tanker with
FCs and Scenario 4 for the tanker without FCs. The results show that the best solution is
described in Scenario 3 and is obtained from the transition from Scenario 2 to Scenario 3.

Our paper does not aim to present the fuel cell technology with extensive and plenty of
different chemical bases. The purpose is the use of fuel cells due to their “cleanliness” as a
fuel and their capacity to reduce the production of polluted exhaust gases. The results from
the use of fuel cells are countable and of significant importance, and their contribution is
clearly stated in terms of reduced CO2 levels. The final results from the above comparisons
show that the cost of hydrogen, the supply infrastructure and safety issues are problems
for the wide adoption of FC systems [64].

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This work presented a simulation environment combining TFDE technology power
generation with renewable energy sources and fuel cells on an LNG cargo super-tanker.
Power requirements for tanker operation include electrical loads (propulsion motors, light-
ing, pumps, compressors, evaporators, heating, cooling, elevators, etc.) as functions that
vary consumption levels according to operating time points. In addition, the contribution
of fuel cells, renewable energy sources, PV panels, WEC modules and batteries does not
limit the extension of the model, as other types of RE units and FC technologies can be
autonomously added to the existing model. REs are implemented as functions that return
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the power levels produced for each operating point, taking into account the conditions
of solar radiation and wind speed during the simulation period, adapted to the ship’s
navigation in a geographical area. The power generated by REs is supplied exclusively to
the hydrogen production unit and used for the production of H2, which is the fuel for the
installed FC units. The combustion of hydrogen is free of CO2 emissions.

Simulation scenarios reveal a significant reduction in CO2 emissions, also accompanied
by zero levels of MDO fuel consumption based on TFDE technology engines. The reduction
in CO2 emissions comes mainly from the reduction in MDO fuel consumption. This is, on
the one hand, achieved by the use of TFDE technology engines, which allow all installed
power subsystems to exclusively use BoG LNG fuel, preventing the use of MDO. On the
other hand, this is achieved through the transitions of EMS states, which give priority to
operation with LNGs in combination with FC units, while activating DGs only in case the
power requirements cannot be met through other alternatives.

From the scenarios with the FC system disabled using the MDO-fueled engines, the
ship’s power demands are covered by the installed thermal engines, while the use of FC
units saves costs and reduces emissions, making a ship’s cruise environment-friendly. Dif-
ferent energy management algorithms and policies can be evaluated in the EMS operation,
investigating the results achieved regarding fuel costs.

Simulation also reveals that an important limitation for the design and operation of
the system is the ship’s dimensions (super-tanker), which restrict the number of PV and
WEC systems installed on decks. This limitation also exists in the size of the tanks and the
required safety conditions for the storage and combustion of hydrogen gas. A reduction of
REs in terms of PV units at a factor of 60%, without modifying any other characteristics
over the same cruise scenarios, leads to a lower utilization of FC units and consequently a
lower reduction in CO2 emissions. This reveals that even if fewer FC units are used (due to
installation costs and area limitations), a significant gain in terms of fuel savings and CO2
emissions can be achieved. The simulation also highlights the importance of the electrolysis
units and the size of the hydrogen storage tank.

We conclude that the field of RE usage for the production of hydrogen as well as FC
units for the production of clean power is inexhaustible and can contribute significantly
to the electrical energy requirements of a super-tanker, as ships offer sufficient space to
accommodate new RE systems on decks and storage tanks in their interiors, especially
on large super-tankers. On the other hand, by utilizing the technology of FC units, ships
significantly take advantage of their operation by minimizing fossil fuel consumption and,
consequently, CO2 emissions.

In addition, we recommend the retrofitting of LNG ships, in addition to the introduc-
tion of REs and the replacement of existing diesel engines with TFDE technology engines,
as this contributes to fuel cost savings for MDO and at the same time leads to a reduction
in CO2 emissions. The purpose of this is to design and build new ships with reduced
CO2 emissions.

Our paper aims to show that exhaust gases are finally reduced. Other impacts of
renewable sources’ technologies, involving their material construction issues related to the
specific effects of the manufacturing and disposal of solar panels, wind turbines, and fuel
cells, with their contribution to polluting the environment, are not an aim of this paper. This
is a new emerging area of research, which is not focused only on the involvement of RES
for electric energy generation, but also highlights several drawbacks that prevent emerging
applications of fuel cells in ships from further development, including the high investment
costs associated with using noble metals, aging behavior and the short lifespan of fuel cells
and hydrogen production units [65]. Disposal of solar panels and wind turbines will cause
environmental pollution regardless of whether they are installed onshore or onboard a ship,
and this issue needs attention and future work [25].
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